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Abstract

In this paper, we present a case study of computer supported exploration of the
theory of natural numbers, using a theory exploration model based on knowledge
schemes, proposed by Bruno Buchberger.

We illustrate with examples from the exploration: (i) the invention of new
concepts (functions, predicates) in the theory, using definition knowledge schemes,
(ii) the invention of new propositions, using proposition schemes, (iii) the inven-
tion of problems, using algorithm knowledge schemes, (iv) the introduction of
new reasoning rules, by lifting knowledge to the inference level (or using infer-
ence schemes), after their correctness was proved. In particular, we apply the
scheme-based model to notions from the natural numbers theory, such as: func-
tion symbols (addition, multiplication, exponentiation, predecessor, subtraction,
quotient, remainder, greatest common divisor), predicate symbols (weak less-
equal, strict less-equal, divides, proper divides, is-prime), propositions about
these notions (such as: quotient-remainder decomposition theorem, prime de-
composition theorem), illustrating how the model can lead to the systematic
invention of significant results. This case study also reflects the pedagogical
value of the exploration model, especially when supported by a system like
Theorema.

Theorema is a software system implemented in Mathematica, which offers
proving, computing and solving facilities. The Theorema system consists of a
higher-order predicate prover and a collection of special provers, allowing natu-
ral style (close to textbook mathematics) input and output.

Key words: Knowledge Schemes, Systematic Theory Exploration, Explo-
ration Rounds, Lazy Thinking, Quotient-Remainder Decomposition Theorem,
Prime Decomposition Theorem, Theorema.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Mathematical knowledge can be obtained by the exploration of mathematical
theories. A recent objective of Mathematical Knowledge Management domain is
to offer computer support for this type of activity. Recently, Bruno Buchberger
proposed a model for computer-based systematic exploration of mathematical
theories using knowledge schemes, [1, 4]. In this model, the systematic ex-
ploration refers at developing a theory starting from an initial knowledge base
containing axioms and then adding new concepts to it in several exploration
phases. At each exploration phase, the new notions are added according to the
following exploration steps:
• introduce new notions (function symbol, predicate symbol) using defini-

tion knowledge schemes.
• introduce and prove (or disprove) a proposition about a notion in the

theory using proposition knowledge schemes.
• introduce problems involving a notion using algorithm schemes and solve

them.
• introduce a new inference rule, by lifting knowledge or using inference

schemes.
In this model, the knowledge schemes are formulae expressed in higher-order
predicate logic, which capture ”interesting” mathematical knowledge accumu-
lated during the years. The purpose of the knowledge schemes is to invent
mathematical notions (definitions, propositions) in a systematic and simple way
for the user, which allows us to mechanize the process of mathematical concept
formation.

In this paper we illustrate the development of the theory of natural numbers
using the exploration model based on knowledge schemes proposed by Bruno
Buchberger using the Theorema system, [6, 7]. The Theorema system is a
theorem proving system, in which users can systematically explore new domains
([1]). Such a systematic exploration can by easily automated, taking also into
consideration some other important features that the Theorema system offers:
attractive syntax (nested presentation in proofs, two-dimensional syntax, hy-
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perlinks in proofs, etc), organized mathematical knowledge bases (the existence
of internal and external tools), reasoners for proving/disproving mathematical
knowledge.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the notion of exploration, developing
the theory of natural numbers by instantiation schemes. Thus, we evaluate the
scheme-based exploration model, which allows us to ”invent” important notions.
In Section 2 we present the context for the case study: the notion of a theory,
the notion of theory of natural numbers, the knowledge schemes used in the
exploration process, and the exploration rounds from the scheme-based model.
Section 3 contains various examples from the exploration process: first of all,
we present the initial development of the theory of natural numbers in Sub-
section 3.1; then, in Subsection 3.2 we discuss the idea of free decomposition
and some of its instantiations in the theory of natural numbers; in Subsec-
tion 3.3 we continue with describing how the free decomposition problem leads
to the quotient-remainder decomposition theorem using the lazy thinking syn-
thesis method; in Subsection 3.4 we restrict the idea of free decomposition w.r.t
well-founded partial ordering (decomposition domains), introduce and solve the
irreducible decomposition problem; in Subsection 3.5 we present the irreducible
decomposition problem for natural numbers, since natural numbers form a de-
composition domain. In Section 4 we describe the implementation issues. Sec-
tion 5 surveys the related work, while in Section 6 we outline the conclusions
and the future directions of research. The Appendix A of this paper contains
a list of knowledge schemes used throughout this paper. The Appendix B con-
tains two Mathematica notebooks which represent proofs of propositions in the
Theorema system.

In this paper, we use the notational conventions of Theorema, see [4]. All
the formulae from the paper are written in the Theorema language.
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CHAPTER 2

Systematic Exploration of Mathematical Theories

2.1 Mathematical Theories

A mathematical theory T is defined by its (first order) language, its knowledge
base (collection of formulae), and its reasoning mechanism.

Language. The first order language L describing the theory is a triple:

L =
〈
P,F , C

〉
, where P is the set of predicate symbols (including the binary

equality “=” predicate, and one or more unary predicates describing the “type”
of objects in a theory), F is the set of function symbols (including the unary
identity “id” function), C is the set of constants of the theory. For practical
reasons, we distinguish between function symbols and constants, although the
latter can be seen as 0–ary functions.

Knowledge Base. The knowledge base KB of the theory consists of a collec-
tion of first–order formulae over the language L. It consists of the collection of
axioms and theorems known in the theory.

Inference Mechanism. The reasoning mechanism IR of the theory contains
all reasoners available to the one developing the theory. This includes, for
any theory, the first order predicate logic calculus and rewriting (due to first
order logic with equality being our language frame). In addition, specific (i.e.
dependent on axiomatization of a theory) reasoning rules.

To summarize, in our context a theory T is a triple T =
〈
L,KB, IR

〉
.

2.2 Theory of Natural Numbers

We now describe the theory of natural numbers, TN.
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The language of natural numbers,

LN =
〈
〈is-nat, =〉, 〈+, id〉, 〈0〉

〉
,

where is-nat is the unary predicate symbol that characterizes natural numbers,
+ is an unary function symbol (the successor function), the identity and equality
symbols (unary and binary, respectively).

The knowledge base KBN corresponding to the initial formulation of the
theory consists of the equality axioms (available in any theory formulated in our
setting), and the axioms characterising the natural numbers (Peano):

Axioms[“equality:naturals”, any[is-nat[x, y, z]],
x = x “reflexivity”
(x = y)⇔ (y = x) “symmetry”
((x = y) ∧ (y = z))⇒ (x = z) “transitivity”
((x = y) ∧ p[x])⇔ p[y] “prd subst for p”
(x = y)⇒ (f[x] = f[y]) “fnc subst for f”

],

Axioms[“generation”, any[is-nat[x]],
is-nat[0] “gen. zero”
is-nat[x+] “gen. succ.” ],

Axioms[“uniqueness”, any[is-nat[x, y]],
x+ 6= 0 “zero”
(x+ = y+)⇔ (x = y) “succ.” ],

Axioms[“induction principle”,
(F[0] ∧ ∀

is-nat[x]
(F[x]⇒ F[x+])⇒ ∀

is-nat[x]
F[x]].

Remark. In the above, Axiom[“equality:naturals”], “prd subst for p”, “fnc
subst for f”, and Axiom[“induction principle”] are in fact axiom schemes. These
can not be expressed in first order predicate logic. We have indicated in each case
that certain symbols are metavariables, or higher order variables (depending on
the choice of formalism) – f, p, F stand respectively for any function symbol,
predicate symbol, or formula where the argument is a free variable. We will
not use these axioms schemes as such, but we will lift them to the inference
level, see below.

The inference mechanism IRN corresponding to the theory consists of
the structural induction rule, general predicate logic inference rules, and infer-
ence rules for equality (simplification, rewriting).

The structural induction rule can be lifted from Axiom[“induction princi-
ple”] in a straightforward manner. The sequent description of the inference rule
is:

KB ` Fx←0 is-nat[x0] abf, KB
⋃

Fx←x0 ` Fx←x0+

KB ` ∀
is-nat[x]

F
,

i.e. in order to prove the universally quantified goal, prove the base case (sub-
stituting 0 for the variable), then assume the goal formula true for an arbitrary
but fixed value (abf ), and prove the goal for its successor.

In a similar fashion, the axiom schemes for equality are also lifted to the
level of inference.
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2.3 Knowledge Schemes

In our context, the knowledge schemes are higher order formulae that capture
“interesting” mathematical knowledge, i.e. concentrated mathematical knowl-
edge accumulated over time. We store the knowledge schemes in libraries of
schemes (see the Appendix A) and we use them by instantiating them with
symbols from the language of the theory.

To formulate knowledge schemes, we need higher order predicate logic. A
scheme (formula) will contain higher order function and predicate variables.
When using the schemes in the development of the theory, we have to make
sure that the instantiation gets rid of all these higher order variables. The The-
orema language allows higher order formulae, so schemes can be formulated.

Example 1 (Independent schemes: algebraic structures) Some examples
of independent schemes are, for instance those denoting algebraic structures,
such as:

∀
p,op

(is-semigroup[p, op]⇔ ∀
p[x,y,z]

∧{ p[op[x, y]]
op[x, op[y, z]] = op[op[x, y], z] ) ,

where p (standing for unary “sort” predicates, that denote domains), op (stand-
ing for binary functions) are higher order variables and is-semigroup is a spe-
cial higher order constant (name, unique identifier of the schemes). See also
is-monoid, is-commutative-monoid, is-group in the Appendix A.

Example 2 (Independent schemes: relation structures) Other indepen-
dent schemes are relation structures, such as is-preorder, is-partial-ordering,
is-total-partial-ordering, is-strict-partial-ordering, is-total-strict-partial-ordering,
see Appendix A for their full form.

Example 3 (Theory-dependent schemes) Consider now the theory of natu-
ral numbers, as introduced in Subsection2.2. The following is a natural numbers
knowledge scheme, that captures the idea of a binary function defined recur-
sively in terms of unary functions:

∀
f,g,h

(is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[f, g, h]⇔ ∀
is-nat[x,y]

∧{ f [x, 0] = g[x]
f [x, y+] = h[f [x, y]] ) ,

The recursive structure of the above scheme reflects the inductive structure
of natural numbers. In fact, a whole range of schemes can be constructed using
the inductive structure of a particular domain, see the Appendix A for more
examples.

Schemes are added to libraries based on experience (interestingness) and
structure. While some of them are abstractions of mathematical ideas that were
chrystalized over years and years of doing mathematics (or writing programs),
some of them, dependent on recursive theories, can be generated systemati-
cally based on the structure of the theory. The two types of schemes are not
necessarily disjoint.
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2.4 Exploration Rounds in the Scheme–Based
Model

An exploration situation consists of a theory being developed, together with a
library of knowledge schemes. The basic steps (consistent with [1] ) that can be
taken in the development of a theory T = 〈L,KB, IR〉 are:
– Introduce a new notion using a definition scheme: from one of the libraries

of schemes, choose one that is applicable (i.e. it can be instantiated with the
function/predicate symbols from the language). Note that several instantia-
tions could be possible, leading to the introduction of several corresponding
notions.

– Introduce equivalent definitions by exploring matching schemes: Select schemes
that “match” the one used to introduce the notion that is being explored (i.e.
same arity, same auxiliary functions used in the definition). Then prove (or
disprove) that the instantiation of this scheme is a consequence of the defini-
tion.

– Explore structural properties of the notion, using structural schemes: struc-
tural schemes (such as those presented in the previous section), when instan-
tiated, represent properties that describe the interaction of the notion being
explored with other notions from the theory. When introducing new propo-
sitions to the knowledge base, the aim is to “saturate” KB, i.e. to add “all
interesting” consequences of an initial knowledge base. This is, however, nec-
essarily an incomplete process (in most of the cases) and could lead to an
explosion in the number of propositions.

– Introduce problems, and solve them (if this is possible): problems are intro-
duced by instantiation of schemes, or introducing formulae where notions that
are not in the language occur. These notions will have to be synthesized, for
instance by an application of the lazy thinking method, see [5, 3, 2]. It consists
of the following:
• a solution for the problem is proposed by selection of an algorithm scheme

available,
• this is instantiated with new symbols (not present in the language) and

a correctness proof is set up,
• the proof will very likely fail, due to the new symbols,
• the failed proof is analysed and conjectures on the new symbols are

formulated, that allow the proof to get over the failure,
• the conjectures are specifications (problems) of the new symbols, and

either concepts that verify the specifications can be retrieved from the
knowledge, or the synthesis process is repeated.

As a remark, the same scheme can play different roles (definition scheme,
algorithm scheme, problem scheme), according to how it is used.

– Introduce new inference rules to the inference mechanism: The way to add
new inference rules to IR is to lift knowledge to the level of inference. This
is a process very common in mathematics. One situation in which this can
be applied is when the axiom system contains axiom schemes, that cannot be
represented in first order logic. As a result of lifting knowledge to inference,
IR and KB are updated.
Carrying out these steps, in our experience, provides a fairly complete range

of properties of the explored notion (as compared to our benchmark example,
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[16]). Of course, the goal is to have a “complete” exploration of the notion
(i.e. containing all “interesting” knowledge), yet such a completeness measure
is hard to define formally. We will not make any further effort towards achieving
this completeness, but propose the use of the lazy thinking method to “cover”
the missing propositions, if they are needed in subsequent rounds of exploration
(i.e. theorem synthesis, see [12] for further discussion of this, including its
limitations).
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CHAPTER 3

Exploration Rounds in the Theory of Natural Numbers

3.1 Initial Development of the Theory of Natu-
ral Numbers

3.1.1 Introducing function symbols.

For inventing new function symbols in the theory, we use the existing knowledge
schemes based on the structural induction principle.

Addition function symbol (+).

The first scheme from the hierarchy of knowledge schemes instantiated with
the symbols from the language of the theory is is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r [f, g, h],
which introduces the new symbol f in the theory, expressed in terms of the g
and h function symbols already introduced in the theory. The f function symbol
is instantiated with a new symbol, while g and h are instantiated with symbols
from the language of the theory. We invent the following new notions:

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[⊕, id, +]⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧{ x⊕ 0 = x
x⊕ y+ = (x⊕ y)+

,

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[�, +, +]⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧{ x � 0 = x+

x � y+ = (x � y)+
,

is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[�, id, id]⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧{ x� 0 = x
x� y+ = x� y

,
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is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r[�, +, id]⇔

∀
is-nat[x]

is-nat[y]

∧{ x � 0 = x+

x � y+ = x � y
.

We observe that for the following instantiation, {f → ⊕, g → id, h → +},
we have obtained the definition for the + function symbol:

Definition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1r:id, +”,
any[is-nat[x, y]],

x + 0 = x “right zero”
x + y+ = (x⊕ y)+ “right succesor” ],

(3.1)

Remark. In each case, the definition knowledge schemes generate several new
mathematical notions. Among these new generated notions, we continue the ex-
ploration each time, with the symbol which turns out to be the most “interest-
ing“, in that it fulfills more properties than the others (for example: structural
properties for +, ∗,∧, and relational properties for ≤, <, |, .).

We illustrate further exploration of the + function symbol. For introducing
the equivalent definition property for the + function symbol, we use the in-
stantiation is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l [+, id, +]. The instantiated knowledge scheme
matches the one used to introduce the definition for the + function symbol (same
arity, same functions used in the formulation of the scheme):

Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”,
any[is-nat[x, y]],

0 + y = y “right zero”
x+ + y = (x + y)+ “right succesor” ],

(3.2)

which can be proved invoking the following command in Theorema:

Prove[Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”,
using → Theory[“nat.1.2.0”],
by → NatProverPC]

.

In the call above Theory[”nat.1.2.0”] corresponds to the current knowledge
base (axioms plus the definition of the + symbol), NatProverPC is a Theo-
rema user prover combining structural induction with natural deduction and
rewriting. For visualizing the proof, see Appendix B.

The reader will note that no other schemes or instantiations give any other
consequences.

Next, we explore the hierarchy of algebraic knowledge schemes which can
be instantiated with the + function symbol and the other symbols from the
language. The instantiation is-semigroup[is-nat, +] generates the sort and the
associativity properties for the + function symbol.

The instantiation is-monoid [is-nat, +, 0] generates the neutral element prop-
erty in addition to the properties introduced before. This property is already
introduced in the theory by the right-zero definition of the + function symbol.

The instantiation is-commutative-monoid [is-nat, +, 0] generates the commu-
tativity property of the + function symbol, in addition to the properties gener-
ated previously.
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Going further in the hierarchy of algebraic knowledge schemes we have the
is-group knowledge scheme. The possible instantiations in this scheme:

{p→ is-nat, op→ +, zero→ 0, inv → id} , or (3.3)
{p→ is-nat, op→ +, zero→ 0, inv → +}, (3.4)

gives us the inverse element formula in addition to what we had before:

∀
is-nat[x]

(x + x = 0), and

∀
is-nat[x]

(x + x+ = 0), respectively. (3.5)

None of the above formulae hold. Neither the identity (id), nor the successor
(+) function symbols are inverses for the natural numbers. The only chance
that the natural numbers form a group is that there is some unary function
symbol that is an inverse. We have to see if such a function exists, to invent it
and to introduce it in the language. We use the lazy thinking synthesis method
and see that no such function exists for the natural numbers.

We want to invent a new function symbol, say	, such that is-group[is-nat,⊕, 0,	],
i.e. the following formula holds:

∀
is-nat[x]

(x⊕ (	x) = 0).

We now apply the lazy thinking method to synthesize the 	 function. If we
are successfull, we add the new function to the theory. In order to synthesize
the function, we attempt to prove the above formula, and if the proof fails, we
analyze the proof and generate conjectures that will allow the proof to succeed.
These conjectures are specifications for the unknown function symbol. In this
case we will not use algorithm schemes.

Proof.
We want to prove:

∀
is-nat[x]

(x⊕ (	x) = 0), using KBN

We try to prove by structural induction on x:
Base Case:

Prove 0⊕ (	0) = 0.
By Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”].1 , we must show: 	0 = 0.
[The proof fails, but the conjecture is straightforward: 	0 = 0.]

Induction Step:
Take x0 arbitrary but fixed, such that is-nat[x0].
Assume x0 ⊕	x0 = 0.
Show x0

+ ⊕	x0
+ = 0.

By Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”].2 , this is equivalent to
proving: (x0 ⊕	x0

+)
+

= 0. However, this is not true, because it contradicts
Axiom[“uniqueness”]:“zero”.
Therefore, the goal is not valid.

�

Remark. The proof presented above is similar to the one generated by the
Theorema system. KBN contains the knowledge in the theory. The part con-
tained in the square brackets, in italics is not part of the proof, it represents
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the analysis and generation of the conjectures (which, in this case was straight-
forward). Because we can establish that our goal introduces a contradiction,
our problem has no solution, i.e. there is no inverse function for the natural
numbers, i.e. natural numbers cannot form a group.

Multiplication function symbol (∗).

We generate the definition for the ∗ function symbol using the instantiation is-
rec-nat-binary-fct-2r [∗, 0, +]. Instantiations of knowledge schemes generate the
properties for the ∗ function symbol:
• is-rec-nat-binary-fct-2l [∗, 0, +] (an equivalent definition);
• is-semigroup[is-nat, ∗] (i.e. the sort and the associativity properties);
• is-monoid [is-nat, ∗, 0] (the constant symbol 1, an abbreviation for 0+);
• is-commutative-monoid [is-nat, ∗, 1] (the commutativity property);

Exponentiation function symbol (∧).

We generate the definition for the exponentiation function symbol with the in-
stantiation is-rec-nat-binary-fct-2r [∧, 1, ∗]. Instantiations of knowledge schemes
generate properties for the ∧ function symbol:
• is-rec-nat-binary-fct-2r [∧, 1, ∗] (an equivalent definition);
• is-semigroup[is-nat, ∧] (the sort property);
• the associativity property is not verified by the ∧ function symbol, so we

stop with exploring the hierarchy of knowledge schemes.

Predecessor Function Symbol (−).

We generate the definition for the predecessor function symbol using the instan-
tiation is-rec-nat-unary-fct-0-1 [−, 0, id]. Instantiations of knowledge schemes
generate the properties for the − function symbol:
• is-semigroup[is-nat,−] (i.e. the sort property);
• the associativity property is not verified by − ( which is a unary function

symbol). So we stop with exploring the hierarchy of knowledge schemes.

3.1.2 Introducing predicate symbols.

For introducing new predicate symbols, we use the existing knowledge schemes
based on structural induction, see the Appendix A for their full form.

Less-Than-Equal predicate symbol (≤).

We invent the weak less-than predicate symbol (≤) using the instantiation is-rec-
nat-binary-rel-2 [≤, id, +]. Instantiations of knowledge schemes generate proper-
ties for the ≤ predicate symbol:
• is-preorder [is-nat,≤] (i.e. the reflexivity and the transitivity properties);
• is-partial-ordering [is-nat,≤] (i.e. the antisymmetry property);
• is-total-partial-ordering [is-nat,≤] (in addition, the totality property);
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Strict-Less-Than-Equal predicate symbol (<).

We invent the strict less-than predicate symbol (<) with the instantiation is-rec-
nat-binary-rel-2 [≤, +, id]. Instantiations of knowledge schemes generate proper-
ties for the < predicate symbol:
• is-strict-partial-ordering [is-nat, <] (i.e. the irreflexivity, the transitivity

and the asymmetry properties);
• is-total-strict-partial-ordering [is-nat, <] (in addition, the totality property).

3.1.3 Introducing new inference mechanism.

Once we have introduced the strict-less than predicate symbol (<), we can
introduce a new inference mechanism, the complete induction principle, which
is lifted to the level of inference rule:

Proposition[“Complete Induction,”
∀

is-nat[x,z]

(
(z < x⇒ F[z])⇒ F[x]

)
⇒ ∀

is-nat[x]
F[x] ]. (3.6)

We prove the complete induction property using the Theorema system.
Our proof follows the one in [16], i.e. we prove:

Proposition[“Complete Induction.1”,
∀

is-nat[y,z]

(
z < y ⇒ F[z]

)
⇒ ∀

is-nat[x]
F[x] ],

and then, prove:
Proposition[“Complete Induction.2”,

∀
is-nat[x,z]

(
(z < x⇒ F[z])⇒ F[x]

)
⇒

∀
is-nat[y,z]

(
z < y ⇒ F[z]

) ].

For details of the proofs, see [13]. Not surprisingly, the proofs generated by
Theorema are similar to those in [16].

The reader may notice that the formulae we proved are, in fact, not first
order. However, if we consider F[x] in the above as being an arbitrary but fixed
formula constant, where x appears as a free variable, and taking into account
the properties of substitutions, then the proof steps applied in our proofs remain
correct. However, at the moment this argument is carried out outside of the
language of Theorema. Mechanisms like reflection (see [1]) that are being
developed will allow reasoning on the metalevel in the same language frame.

Since the process of lifting the formulae we proved to the inference level
is, at least in this case, straightforward, similar to what we described in Sub-
section 2.2, the proof of these formulae constitutes the proof of correctness of
the complete induction inference rule. Of course, the algorithm for lifting the
knowledge to the level of inference has to also be proven correct (again, using
reflection).

The complete induction rule allows us to write new recursive knowledge
schemes, such as: is-nat-binary-fct-0-2-0 [f, g, h, k, const], is-nat-step-recl-fct-1-
1 [f, g, h], and is-nat-step-recr-rel-0-1-1 [r, q, s, const].

3.1.4 Further exploration.

Instantiations of the new knowledge schemes based on complete induction prin-
ciple, generate new concepts and their properties:
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• is-nat-step-recl-fct-0-2-0 [−, id,−,−, 0] (the definition for the subtraction
function symbol (-));

– no algebraic property because the algebraic knowledge schemes are
not verified by the − function symbol;

• is-nat-step-recl-fct-1-1 [quot, 0, +] (the definition for the quotient function
symbol, using the lazy thinking synthesis method. We thoroughly de-
scribed the way in which we obtain the quotient function symbol using
this technique in Subsection 3.3);

– is-semigroup[is-nat, quot] (i.e. the sort property for the quotient func-
tion symbol);

– no associativity for the quotient function symbol, so we stop with
verifying the hierarchy of algebraic knowledge schemes.

• is-nat-step-recl-fct-1-1 [rem, id, id] (the definition for the remainder func-
tion symbol, using the lazy thinking method. We thoroughly described
the way in which we obtain the remainder function symbol using this
technique in Subsection 3.3);

– is-semigroup[is-nat, rem] (i.e. the sort property for the remainder
function symbol);

– no associativity for the remainder function symbol, so we stop with
verifying the hierarchy of algebraic knowledge schemes;

• is-nat-binary-fct-1-2 [gcd, id, rem] (i.e. the definition for the greatest com-
mon divisor function symbol);

– is-semigroup[is-nat, gcd] (i.e. the sort property for the greatest com-
mon divisor function symbol);

– no associativity for the greatest common divisor function symbol, so
we stop with verifying the hierarchy of algebraic knowledge schemes.

• is-nat-step-recr-pred-0-1-1 [False, idB , T rue] (i.e. the definition for the di-
vides predicate symbol (|));

– is-preorder [is-nat, |] (i.e. the reflexivity and the transitivity proper-
ties for |);

– is-partial-ordering [is-nat, |] (i.e. the antisymmetry property for the
|).

Because ’|’ is a weak partial ordering, we introduce in the language its strict
version (which we call proper divides, and for which we use the / notation):

Definition[“proper divides predicate symbol”,
any[is-nat [x ], is-nat [y ]],

((x / y)⇔ ((x|y) ∧ (x = y))) ].
(3.7)

The instantiation is-strict-partial-ordering [is-nat, /] generates the irreflexivity,
the transitivity and the asymmetry properties for the / predicate symbol.
Remark. All of the above properties, generated for each of the new symbols
presented in this section, are introduced in the theory, and then proved with
the Theorema system.
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3.2 Free Decomposition Problem

3.2.1 Free Decomposition Knowledge Schemes.

The free decomposition knowledge scheme:

∀
obj,p1,p2,⊗

FD[obj, p1, p2,⊗]⇔ ∀
obj[x]

p1[x]

∃
obj[y,z]

p2[y,z]

x = y ⊗ z.

The knowledge scheme for binary free decomposition with pivot:

∀
obj,p1,p2,p3,⊗

FBDp[obj, p1, p2, p3,⊗]⇔ ∀
obj[x,y]

p1[x],p2[y]

∃
obj[z]

p3[z]

x = y ⊗ z.

3.2.2 Instantiations of Free Decomposition.

It turns out that instantiations of free decompositions can lead to arbitrarily
complex problems, e.g.:

FD[is-nat, is-odd-greater-2, is-prime, +]⇔ ∀
is-nat[x]

is-odd[x]∧x>2

∃
is-nat[y,z]

is-prime[y,z]

x = y + z,

which is the Goldbach conjecture.
The free decomposition with pivot is potentially easier to handle, e.g.:

FBDp[is-nat, true, true, true, ∗]⇔ ∀
is-nat[x,y]

∃
is-nat[z]

x = y ∗ z,

In the right formula of this scheme instantiation, we apply the skolemization
rule to eliminate the existential quantifier, and we obtain the problem:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

x = y ∗ q[x, y], (♦)

where q is a new function symbol expressed in terms of the x and y objects.

3.3 Quotient-Remainder Theorem

3.3.1 Solving the Free Decomposition of Natural Num-
bers.

We want to solve the problem (♦), that is synthesize the q function symbol
from the formula:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

x = y ∗ q[x, y], (♦).

using the following knowledge scheme:

∀
f,g,h

(is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1[f, g, h]⇔

∀
is–nat[x,y]

y>0

(q[x, y] =
{

g[x] ⇐ x < y
h[q[x− y, y]] ⇐ otherwise )),
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where q, g and h are new function symbols with the requirement that they are
functions over the domain denoted by the is-nat predicate symbol.

Proof.
Take y0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-nat[y0].
Show ∀

is-nat[x]
x = y0 ∗ q[x, y0].

Case y0 = 0:
Show ∀

is-nat[x]
x = 0, which is in contradiction with the axiom of natural

numbers.
We fail to proof the problem, but we can change the original problem:
we add the condition is-positive[y0].

�
Now we want to solve the new problem:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

is-positive[y0]

x = y ∗ q[x, y], (♦).

with the same is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1 knowledge scheme.

Proof.
Take y0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-positive[y0].
Show ∀

is-nat[x]

is-positive[y0]

x = y0 ∗ q[x, y0] (1).

In order to show (1) we have to
Show ∀

is-nat[x]
(is-positive[y0])⇒ x = y0 ∗ q[x, y0] (2) .

We prove (2) by well-founded induction w.r.t. strict less equal (<) predicate
symbol.
Take x0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-nat[x0].
Assume ∀

is-nat[x]
x < x0 ⇒ x = y0 ∗ q[x, y0] (3).

Show x0 = y0 ∗ q[x0, y0].
Case x0 < y0 :

Using the is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1[f, g, h] scheme in this case:

q[x0, y0] = g[x0].

So we have to show x0 = y0 ∗ g[x0]. (4)
Case g[x0] = 0

Show x0 = 0.
But we knowis-natural [x0], so we get a contradiction.

Case g[x0] > 0
From the properties of natural numbers:

x0 < y0 ⇒ ∀
is-positive[m]

x0 < y0 ∗m. (5)

Since g[x0] > 0 we instantiate m← g[x0] in (5) and we obtain:

x0 < y0 ∗ g[x0]. (6)

We observe that (4) and (6) are in contradiction.
Thus we fail to prove problem (♦).
Analyzing the failure, we observe that case g[x0] = 0 can lead to a successful proof

if we add the same term x0 in the right hand side of the equality :

x0 = y0 ∗ g[x0] + x0
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x0 = y0 ∗ g[x0] + k[x0], where k[x0] = x0

x0 = y0 ∗ q[x0, y0] + r[x0, y0], where r[x0, y0] = k[x0].

Thus, we modify the original problem (♦) which has to be solved:

∀
is-nat[x]

is-positive[y]

x = y ∗ q[x, y] + r[x, y]. (4)

�

3.3.2 Inventing the Quotient-Remainder Theorem.

We want to solve the modified problem (4), that is synthesize the q, r function
symbols using the lazy thinking method ( [3],[5]) with the following knowledge
schemes:

is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1[q, g, h] :

∀
is–nat[x,y]

y>0

(q[x, y] =
{

g[x] ⇐ x < y
h[q[x− y, y]] ⇐ otherwise ),

is–nat–step–recl–fct–new–1–1[r, k, t]

∀
is–nat[x,y]

y>0

(r[x, y] =
{

k[x] ⇐ x < y
t[r[x− y, y]] ⇐ otherwise ),

where q, r, g, h, k, t are new function symbols with the requirement that they are
functions over the domain denoted by the is-nat predicate symbol.

The proof of this problem will very likely fail, due to the new function sym-
bols. The failed proof is analysed and conjectures on the new symbols are
formulated, that allow the proof to get over the failure. In the following proof
we use the framebox notation for this step of the lazy thinking method.

Proof.
Take y0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-positive[y0].
Show x

is-nat[x]∀
= y0 ∗ q[x, y0] + r[x, y0]. (7).

We prove formula (7) by complete induction w.r.t. < predicate symbol.
Take x0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-nat[x0].
Assume ∀

is-nat[x]

x<x0

x = y0 ∗ q[x, y0] + r[x, y0]. (8)

Show x0 = y0 ∗ q[x0, y0] + r[x0, y0]. (9)
Case x0 < y0:

From the properties of natural numbers:

x0 < y0 ⇒ ∀
is-positive[m]

x0 < y0 ∗m. (10)

Using the is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1 and is–nat–step–recl–fct–new–1–1
knowledge schemes in this case, we have:

q[x0, y0] = g[x0] ∧ r[x0, y0] = k[x0]

Replacing this formulae in (9), we have to show:

x0 = y0 ∗ g[x0] + k[x0]. (11)
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Case g[x0] = 0: We show
x0 = k[x0].

We fail to prove this formula as we do not have any knowledge on k[x0].
Case g[x0] > 0:

Since g[x0] > 0 we instantiate m← g[x0] in (10) and we obtain:

x0 < y0 ⇒ x0 < y0 ∗ g[x0]

.
But x0 < y0 and by modus ponens we obtain:

x0 < y0 ∗ g[x0]

Moreover:

x0 < y0 ∗ g[x0] + k[x0], since is-positive[g[x0]] (12).

We note that (11) and (12) are in contradiction.
We fail to prove our modified problem.
Since the hypothesis on g[x0] > 0 leads us to a contradiction, we suppose that
g[x0] = 0, and therefore k[x0] = x0.

We observe that formula (11) holds with g[x0] = 0 ∧ k[x0] = x0.
We generate the following conjectures:

Conjecture 1: g[x] = 0 ∧
Conjecture 2: k[x] = x,

which allow us to continue with the proof.
Based on these conjectures, formula (11) holds.

Case x0 6< y0:
Using the is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1 and is–nat–step–recl–fct–new–1–1
knowledge schemes in this case, we have:

q[x0, y0] = h[q[x0 − y0, y0]] ∧ r[x0, y0] = t[r[x0 − y0, y0]]

Replacing this formulae in (9), we have to show:

x0 = y0 ∗ h[q[x0 − y0, y0]] + t[r[x0 − y0, y0]]. (13)

Instantiating x ← x0 − y0 in the induction hypothesis (8), (since x0 − y0 < x0 from
the

properties of natural numbers) we know:

x0 − y0 = y0 ∗ q[x0 − y0, y0] + r[x0 − y0, y0]

which is equivalent with:

x0 = y0 ∗ q[x0 − y0, y0] + r[x0 − y0, y0] + y0. (14)

Replacing formula (14) in formula (13), we have to show:

y0 ∗ h[q[x0 − y0, y0]] + t[r[x0 − y0, y0]] = y0 ∗ q[x0 − y0, y0] + r[x0 − y0, y0] + y0. (15)

Formula (15) is equivalent with:

y0 ∗ h[q[x0 − y0, y0]] + t[r[x0 − y0, y0]] = y0 ∗ (q[x0 − y0, y0] + 1) + r[x0 − y0, y0]. (16)
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We fail to prove formula (16).

We generate the following conjectures:
Conjecture 3: h[x] = x + 1 ∧

Conjecture 4: t[y] = y,
which allow us to continue with the proof.

Replacing q[x0 − y0, y0]← x, r[x0 − y0, y0]← y in formula (16), we obtain:
y0 ∗ h[x] + t[y] = y0 ∗ (x + 1) + y, (17)

which holds based on the generated conjectures.

�
As solutions to our problem, we obtain the definitions for the q and r function
symbols.

The definition for the q function symbol is in fact the definition for the
well-known quotient (quot) function symbol:

quot[x, y] =
{

0 ⇐ x < y
quot[x− y, y] + 1 ⇐ otherwise ,

generated using the conjectures 1 and 3 from the proof, and though replac-
ing q ← quot, g ← 0, h ← + in is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1[quot, g, k] knowledge
scheme.

The definition for the r function symbol represents in fact the definition for
the well-known remainder (rem) function symbol:

rem[x, y] =
{

x ⇐ x < y
rem[x− y, y]⇐ otherwise ,

generated using the conjectures 2 and 4 from the proof, and though replacing
r ← rem, k ← id, t← id in is–nat–step–recl–fct–1–1[r, k, t] knowledge scheme.

3.3.3 Uniqueness of the Quotient-Remainder Theorem.

We have seen that the binary free decomposition with pivot problem scheme
allows us to invent the definitions for the well-known quotient and remainder
function symbols. We also invent the following theorem:

∀
is-nat[x]

is-positive[y]

x = y ∗ quot[x, y] + rem[x, y]. (4)

The theorem (4) does not have unique solutions. We give the following
counterexample to illustrate this statement: for x ← 7, y ← 2, we find the
following solutions:

7 = 2 ∗ 1 + 5, so quot[7, 2] = 1, rem[7, 2] = 5,

7 = 2 ∗ 3 + 1, so quot[7, 2] = 3, rem[7, 2] = 1.

There is one particular case in which the theorem (4) have unique solutions:
the case in which x < y. According to the definitions of quot,rem, in this case:

quot[x, y] = 0, rem[x, y] = x.
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So x = y ∗ 0 + x⇒ x = 0 + x⇒ x = x, which holds.
We proof the following property of the theorem (4):

∀
is-nat[x]

is-positive[y]

rem[x, y] < y.

Proof.
Take y0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-positive[y0].
We have to show ∀

is-nat[x]
rem[x, y0] < y0. (18)

We prove formula (18) by complete induction w.r.t the < predicate symbol.
Take x0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-nat[x0].
Assume ∀

x<x0
rem[x, y0] < y0. (19)

Show rem[x0, y0] < y0. (20)
Case x0 < y0:

By definition of the rem function symbol in this case, rem[x0, y0] = x0 < y0,
so formula (20) holds.

Case x0 6< y0:
By definition of the rem function symbol in this case,

rem[x0, y0] = rem[x0 − y0, y0]. (21).

From (20) and (21), we have to show rem[x0 − y0, y0] < y0. (22)
From the properties of < predicate symbol, we know:

∀
is-nat[x]

is-positive[y]

x− y < x (23).

Instantiating x← x0, y ← y0 in (23) as is-nat[x0], is-positive[y0], we obtain:

x0 − y0 < x0. (24)

Based on formula (24), instantiating x← x0 − y0 in (19) we obtain:

rem[x0 − y0, y0] < y0,

so formula (22) is proved.
�

This property will guarantee that the solutions to the problem (4) are
unique.

Thus, we have proved the following theorem:

∀
is-nat[x]

is-positive[y]

x = y ∗ quot[x, y] + rem[x, y] ∧ rem[x, y] < y,

where quot, rem are the quotient and the remainder function symbols defined
above. Actually, this theorem represents the quotient-remainder decomposition
theorem.
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3.4 Decomposition w.r.t Well-Founded Order-
ings

3.4.1 Well Founded Partial Orderings, Minimal Elements.

Consider the following:

∀
<,e,obj

is-well-founded[<, e, obj]⇔
∧{ is-strict-partial-ordering[<, obj]

is-minimal-element[e, <, obj] ,

∀
e,<,obj

is-minimal-element[e, <, obj]⇔ (obj[e]
∧

∀
obj[x],x 6=e

e < x) .

These schemes capture the well-known idea of a well-founded partial ordering
<, with a minimal element e, on a domain described by obj. These schemes have
already been used in the development of the theory of natural numbers, for ex-
ample we have successfully introduced (and proved) is-well-founded[<, 0, is-nat],
is-well-founded[/, 1, is-nat].

3.4.2 Compatible Composition.

We now introduce the idea of a compatible composition operation, i.e. if a
nontrivial object is the result of composition of two other nontrivial objects
(w.r.t. a well-founded partial ordering), this operation is compatible with the
ordering if the composed object is “larger” than its components:

∀N
,<,e,obj

is-compatible-composition[
⊗

, <, e, obj]⇔

∧
is-well-founded[<, e, obj]

∀
obj[x,y,z]

e<x,e<y,e<z

((x = y
⊗

z)⇒ y < x ∧ z < x)
.

3.4.3 Irreducible Elements w.r.t. a Well Founded Partial
Ordering.

For a domain with a well-founded partial ordering, the scheme introducing the
predicate for irreducible elements is:

∀
P,<,e,obj

is-irreducible-property[P,<, e, obj]⇔
∧

is-well-founded[<, e, obj]
∀

obj[x]

e<x

P [x]⇔ ∀
obj[y]

e<y

y ≮ x .

In the same time, in a domain with a compatible composition w.r.t. the par-
tial ordering, we can also formulate the scheme introducing the predicate for
elements that are composed:

∀
is-red,<,e,

N
,obj

is-composition-property[is-comp,
⊗

, <, e, obj]⇔

∧
is-compatible-composition[

⊗
, <, e, obj]

∀
obj[x]
e<x

is-comp[
⊗

][x]⇔ ∃
obj[y],obj[z]

e<y,e<z

x = y
⊗

z
.
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3.4.4 A Composed Object is not Irreducible.

It should be obvious that the two ideas introduced above are connected: ele-
ments that are composed are not irreducible. We now prove this. Since schemes
are higher order formulae, the way to handle the higher order variables is the
“arbitrary but fixed” rule.

Assume, on a domain described by obj, with predicates <, P , is-comp, func-
tion

⊗
, constant e (now arbitrary but fixed constants), that:

is-well-founded[<, e, obj],
is-irreducible-property[P,<, e, obj],
is-composition-property[is-comp,

⊗
, <, e, obj].

Then, ∀
obj[x]
e<x

(is-comp[
⊗

][x]⇒ ¬P [x]).

Proof.
Take arbitrary but fixed x0 such that obj[x0] and e < x0.
Assume is-comp[

N
][x0], (1)

Show ¬P [x0].
We prove by contradiction: Assume P [x0], i.e., ∀

obj[y]

e<y

y ≮ x. (2)

From (1) and is-composition-property[is-comp,⊗, <, e, obj],

∃
obj[y],obj[z]

e<y,e<z

x0 = y ⊗ z,

so we can take y0, z0 s.t. obj[y0], obj[z0], e < y0, e < z0 and

x0 = y0 ⊗ z0 . (3)

From is-composition-property[is-comp,⊗, <, e, obj] we know

is-compatible-composition[⊗, <, e, obj], i.e.

∀
obj[x,y,z]

e<x,e<y,e<z

((x = y ⊗ z)⇒ y < x ∧ z < x. (4)

From (3), (4), by modus ponens we get: y0 < x0 ∧ z0 < x which is in contradiction
with (2).

�

3.4.5 The Problem of Decomposition w.r.t. a Compatible
Operation.

Decomposition domains are domains with a well-founded partial ordering, a
compatible operation, s.t. any nontrivial reducible element is the composition
of two nontrivial elements:

∀
⊗,<,e,obj

is-decomposition-domain[obj,⊗, P, <, e]⇔

∧


is-compatible-composition[⊗, <, e, obj]
is-irreducible-property[P,<, e, obj]
∀

obj[x]

¬P [x]∧e<x

∃
obj[y,z]

e<y
e<z

x = y ⊗ z
.
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3.4.6 Irreducible Decomposition.

For a domain with irreducible elements and a compatible composition operation,
the scheme for introducing the notion of decomposition into irreducible elements
is:

∀
is-D,obj,<,e,⊗,P

is-irred-decomposition[is-D, <, e,⊗, P ]⇔

∧


is-compatible-composition[⊗, <, e, obj]
is-irreducible-property[P,<, e, obj]

∀
obj[x]
e<x

∧
P [x]⇒ is-D[bxc, x]

¬P [x]⇒ ∀
obj[y],is-ms[obj][D]

P [y]

is-D[y �D,x]⇔
∧{ y < x

is-D[D,x	 y]

,

where is-ms[obj][D] represents the multiset D of objects obj (we use b c to
denote a multiset), � represents the insertion operation for multisets, and 	
represents the division operation for objects obj.

3.4.7 The Problem of Irreducible Decomposition.

We want to solve the problem of decomposition into irreducible elements:

∀
obj[x]

e<x

is-D[Dec[x], x], (♦)

that is for any obj x, with e < x, find an algorithm Dec such that the is-D
problem defined by the is-irred-decomposition[is-D, <, e,⊗, P ] scheme holds.

For solving this problem we propose the following algorithm:

Algorithm[”decomposition”,

∀
obj[x],obj[y],is-list[obj][Z]

P [y]

∧


Dec[x] = Dec[x, list-Irred[x]]
Dec[x, 〈 〉] = b c

Dec[x, y ^ Z] =
{

y �Dec[x	 y, y ^ Z]⇐ y < x
Dec[x, Z]⇐ otherwise

] ,

where list-Irred[x] is a function that gives the list of all irreducible elements, up
to x, where “up to” means that our well-founded ordering < can be embedded
in some other well-founded ordering, and the algorithm can generate all the
irreducible elements up to x (like the sieve of Eratosthenes, for natural numbers).

It is easy to see, that, in fact, if we make the above assumption about
list-Irred[x], with x not irreducible, by an easy proof, the irreductible elements
y from the list such that y ≮ x, do not influence the result, and are just discarded
(branch “otherwise” in the algorithm above). If x is irreducible, then the list
contains only x itself. In the following we assume this assumption for list-Irred.

3.4.8 Correctness of the Irreducible Decomposition Algo-
rithm.

The algorithm terminates (the binary version of the function Dec terminates).
This is due to a lexicographic ordering (< for the first argument and the length
of lists for the second).
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We prove by well–founded induction w.r.t. < that ∀
obj[x]
e<x

is-D[Dec[x], x]. (♦)

Proof.
Take arbitrary but fixed x0 such that obj[x0] and e < x0.
Assume ∀

obj[y]

e<y

(y < x0 ⇒ is-D[Dec[y], y]), (1)

Show is-D[Dec[x0], x0].
Case P [x0]:

By definition of is-irreducible-decomp, we have to prove is-D[Dec[x0, 〈x0〉], x0].
Using the multisets property 〈x0〉 = x0 ^ 〈〉, we have to prove:

is-D[Dec[x0, x0 ^ 〈〉], x0].

By definition of Dec, we have to prove is-D[x0 �Dec[x0 	 x0, 〈〉], x0, i.e.
is-D[x0 � 〈〉, x0]. By the multisets properties, it follows is-D[bx0c, x0].

Case ¬P [x0]:
We have to show is-D[Dec[x0, list-Irred[x0]], x0].
Case list-Irred[x0] = 〈〉:
From the specifications of list-Irred follows @

obj[y]

P [y]

y / x0.

Therefore, necessarily, x0 = e, which is false, so formula (♦) holds.
Case list-Irred[x0] = y0 ^ Z0:
We have to show is-D[Dec[x0, y0 ^ Z0], x0].
Case y0 < x0 :
By definition of Dec, we have to show is-D[Dec[x0 	 y0, y0 ^ Z0], x0 	 y0].
But x0 	 y0 < x0, so from (1) we know is-D[Dec[x0 	 y0], x0 	 y0], i.e.

is-D[Dec[x0 	 y0, list-Irred[x0 	 y0]], x0 	 y0]. (4)

Only two cases are possible (from the specifications of list-Irred).
If y0 / x0 	 y0, then list-Irred[x0 	 y0] = y0 ^ Z0, and we are done.
If y0 6 x0 	 y0, then list-Irred[x0 	 y0] = Z0. From the definition of Dec
(otherwise branch) Dec[x0 	 y0, y0 ^ Z0] = Dec[x0 	 y0, Z0]. With this the
goal follows immediately from formula (4).
Case x0 < y0:
The assumptions on list-Irred guarantee that this case is not needed.

�

3.4.9 Uniqueness of the Irreducible Decomposition Algo-
rithm.

We have just shown that the irreducible decomposition problem has a solution
(given by the algorithm Dec). In fact, from the definition of irreducible decom-
position, it follows immediately that if we have two decompositions, these have
to be equal: indeed, for any irreducible element y in one decomposition of x,
we have y < x, that is, it necessarily has to be in any decomposition of x. The
proof works by induction on multisets.
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3.4.10 Summary: Irreducible Decomposition in Decom-
position Domains.

We have introduced an abstract notion of irreducible elements w.r.t. a well-
founded partial ordering. We have introduced the problem of decomposition
into irreducible elements on such domains, proposed a solution (provided we
can find an enumeration - list-Irred - of irreducible elements) and proved the
solution is correct.

Note that this algorithm is not the only solution: a divide-and-conquer
scheme can also be applied, which would lead to a proof similar to the one
presented in [17], for decomposition of natural numbers. However, it is easy
to prove that whatever the method, the result is unique. We can now use the
results we obtained in any decomposition domain, i.e. the problem of irre-
ducible decomposition is reduced to the problem of classifying a domain as a
decomposition domain.

3.5 Prime Decomposition of Natural Numbers

3.5.1 Natural Numbers Form A Decomposition Domain.

We prove:

is-decomposition-domain[is-nat, ∗, is-prime, /, 1], i.e.

∧


is-compatible-composition[∗, /, 1, is-nat] (1)
is-irreducible-property[is-prime, /, 1, is-nat] (2)

∀
is-nat[x]

¬is-prime[x]∧1/x

∃
is-nat[y,z]

1/y,1/z

x = y ∗ z (3) ,

Formula (1) is proved by contradiction using the properties of | and /. Formula
(2) holds because it represents the definition for the is-prime predicate symbol.
Formula (3) is proved using the quotient-remainder theorem with the divisibility
properties (which already provides the decomposition).
Proof (1).

We prove is-well-founded[/, 1, is-nat] (1.1) and

∀
is-nat[x,y,z]

1/x,1/y,1/z

((x = y ∗ z)⇒ y / x ∧ z / x) (1.2)

Formula (1.1) is successfully proved in the exploration process.
We now prove formula (1.2).
Take x0, y0, z0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-nat[x0, y0, z0], 1 / x0, 1 / y0, 1 / z0.
Assume x0 = y0 ∗ z0 (4).
Show y0 / x0 ∧ z0 / x0(5) .
We prove only y0 / x0, as (5.2) is proved analogically.
From the definition of /, we have to prove: y0 6= x0 ∧ y0|x0.
We prove y0 6= x0 by contradiction. We assume y0 = x0, so (4) becomes
x0 = x0 ∗ z0 ⇒ z0 = 1, which is in contradiction with 1 / z0.
We prove y0|x0. By (4), we have to prove y0|y0 ∗ z0 (6).
In the exploration process we successfully proved the following lemma:

∀
is-nat[y,z]

y|y ∗ z.
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Instantiatiating y ← y0, z ← z0 in this lemma we obtain the formula (6).
�

Proof (2).
Formula (2) holds because the is-irreducible-property[is-prime, /, 1, is-nat]
generates the definition for the is-prime predicate symbol:

∀
is-nat[x]

1/x

is-prime[x]⇔ ∀
is-nat[y]

1/y

y 6 /x.

�
Proof (3).

Take x0 arbitrary but fixed such that is-nat[x0],¬is-prime[x0], 1 / x0.
Show ∃

is-nat[y,z]

1/y∧1/z

x0 = y ∗ z (7).

From the definition of is-prime predicate symbol, instantiating x← x0:

¬is-prime[x0]⇒ ¬( ∀
is-nat[y]

1/y

y 6 /x0),

which is equivalent with:

¬is-prime[x0]⇒ ∃
is-nat[y]

1/y

y / x0 (8).

Take y0 such that is-nat[y0], 1 / y0. By (8), y0 / x0.
In the exploration process, we prove the proposition:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

y 6=0

y|x⇒ r[x, y] = 0, which implies ∀
is-nat[x,y]

1/x∧1/y

x 6=y

y / x⇒ r[x, y] = 0.

Using this formula, the quotient-remainder theorem becomes:

∀
is-nat[x,y]

1/x∧1/y

x 6=y

x = y ∗ q[x, y](9).

Instantiating x← x0, y ← y0 in this formula we obtain:

x0 = y0 ∗ q[x0, y0], with 1 / y0.

We still have to show 1 / q[x0, y0], that is 1 6= q[x0, y0] ∧ 1|q[x0, y0].
We show 1 6= q[x0, y0] by contradiction. We assume 1 = q[x0, y0]. By (9) this

formula implies x0 = y0 ∗ 1⇒ x0 = y0, which is in contradiction with y0 / x0.
�

3.5.2 Irreducible Decomposition of Natural Numbers.

For the decomposition domain determined above, the instantiation

is-irred-decomposition[is-D, is-nat, /, 1, ∗, is-prime]

gives the definition for the irreducible decomposition of natural numbers. The
problem of decomposition (which for natural numbers is the prime decomposi-
tion theorem1) has a solution, provided by the appropriate instantiation of the

1Primes and irreducible elements coincide for natural numbers.
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Dec algorithm. In particular, it is easy (although not efficient, perhaps), to
enumerate the list of primes up to an element.

Another irreducible decomposition for natural numbers is possible for the
instantiation is-irred-decomposition[is-D1, is-nat, <, 0, +, is-irred-plus]. The de-
composition problem states that any natural number can be decomposed in an
unique way in sum of irreducible elements w.r.t. +, i.e. in sum of 1’s.
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CHAPTER 4

Implementation

We use the Theorema system to develop the knowledge base and all the tools
that are useful in the exploration process.

New Reasoners.

We implemented the induction rules presented in this paper as new Theo-
rema basic provers. These provers are combined with basic provers for natu-
ral deduction, simplification or generalized rewriting into user provers (such as
NatProverPC) that correspond to the inference engine of the theory.

Structural Induction Basic Prover.

The structural induction basic prover (NNIP) implements the rule over natural
numbers described in Subsection 2.2. The user can influence the behaviour of
the prover by setting options:
– the NNLang option specifies the language to be used to formulate the theory

of natural numbers (with the default language formed from the constant 0,
the is-nat and = predicate symbols and the id and + function symbols);

– the NNRepres option specifies the used natural numbers representation. The
natural numbers can either be constructed from 0 and + symbols or from 0
and +1 (in this case, we admit that the symbol 1 is already introduced in the
language. The user can choose the notation x+1 instead of the notation x+).
The NNIP basic prover is combined with other basic provers in the following

user provers: NatProver, NatProverPC, SimplerNatProverPC. We use the fol-
lowing syntax in the Theorem system for proving a proposition using one of
these user provers:

Prove[Proposition[“is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”,
using → Theory[“nat.1.2.0”],
by → NatProverPC]

.
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In the call above the proposition Proposition[”is-rec-nat-binary-fct-1l:id, +”]
was formulated in Subsection 3.1.1 Theory[”nat.1.2.0”] corresponds to the cur-
rent knowledge base (axioms plus the definition of the + symbol), NatProverPC
is the Theorema user prover combining structural induction with natural de-
duction and rewriting. For visualizing the proof, see Appendix B.

Complete Induction Basic Prover.

The second basic prover (NCIP) implements the complete induction principle
over natural numbers. One option can be specified for this prover: the NNLang
option where the user can specify the language components needed (default
values are is-nat and < predicate symbols).

The NCIP basic prover is combined with other basic provers in user provers
like: NNCompleteIndProver, NNCompleteIndProverPC.

Well-Founded Induction Basic Prover.

The third basic prover (NWFIP) implements the well-founded induction principle
over natural numbers. In fact, it implements instantiations of the well-founded
induction principle w.r.t. well-founded predicate symbols (e.g. <, /). The user
can influence the behaviour of the prover by setting options:
– the NNLang option specifies the language used to formulate the theory of

nonnegative integers (default values are is-nat and < predicate symbols).
– the NNChooseRel option allows the user to choose the well-founded predicate

symbol from the instantiation of the well-founded induction principle. The
user can choose the / well-founded predicate symbol instead of the default
< well-founded predicate symbol. When found, any other new well-founded
predicate symbol can be added to this option.
The NWFIP basic prover is combined with other basic provers in the following

user provers: NNWellFoundIndProver, NNWellFoundIndProverPC.

Mathematical Knowledge Bases.

We have also developed the Theorema notebook which contains the systematic
exploration of the natural numbers theory, and the library of knowledge schemes
(independent and dependent knowledge schemes). For more details about these
knowledge bases see [13, 14].

Additional Tools.

We have also implemented a new function in Theorema, the function called
UseScheme[scheme,substitutions]. This prototype function takes as argu-
ments the knowledge scheme scheme and the list substitutions of all the possible
combinations between all the symbols from the current language and generates
the definitions of the new notions (i.e. function symbols, predicate symbols or
propositions) that can be constructed. For details about this function the reader
can consult [13, 14].
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CHAPTER 5

Related Work

The theory of natural numbers is present in any major system that aims at
doing mathematical reasoning by computer. We will not, therefore, compare
our implementation to all these systems. The provers we wrote in order to
carry out this research are based on the existing Theorema natural number
induction provers, see [7]. However, our provers allow the user to use any
language (s)he chooses, and we implemented more induction rules, such as the
complete induction, the well-founded induction.

Our approach is not concerned with the formalization of natural numbers,
but with the exploration of the theory, i.e. “invention”. Other systems are also
concerned with the automated invention of mathematical concepts and theorems
from the number theory.

The HR system [8] was also proposed for the invention of mathematics, and
was applied for number theory. However, the method is different. Mathemat-
ical concepts are formed by model checking, from examples, and proved by a
theorem prover. Starting with few definitions, HR represents mathematical con-
cepts as data-tables and invents new mathematical notions from old ones using
certain production rules. In number theory, HR starts with only 3 concepts:
the integers, the division and the multiplication of integers. Some results of
the HR program in number theory are: the re-invention of the prime numbers
and square numbers, the invention of the refactorable numbers (the integers
for which the number of divisors is itself a divisor). Even though at present
no result about the unique prime factorization of integers was registered, other
important integer sequences were invented by HR, see [11].

A more recent approach, MATHsAID, see [18], builds systematically a theory
by proving consequences of the initial axioms, and tries to filter the interesting
concepts and theorems. MATHsAID was recently applied to set theory, natural
numbers theory, and group theory.

AM program, developed by Douglas Lenat, see [15], re-invented some con-
cepts from the number theory: the prime numbers, the highly composite num-
bers, the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, and Goldbach’s conjecture. AM
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started with 115 elementary concepts as sets and bags, and used 242 heuristics
to produce conjectures involving the concepts. AM measured the interesting-
ness of a concept by counting how many conjectures there are involving the
concept. Even though AM rather used a theorem proposer than a theorem
prover, the program offered a methodology for computer-suported invention of
mathematical concepts.

Other approaches for theory invention were proposed, with various degrees
of success. For an overview of various approaches and a comparison, see [10].

In comparison to the approaches mentioned, ours provides more control to
the user (also helped by the natural style, textbook-like of the Theorema
system), and we believe it is more suitable to the exploration of more complex
theories. This remark is based both on results obtained so far, and on experience
from the field of program synthesis, where it was shown that the use of algorithm
schemes produces much better results.

Schemes, as concentrated mathematical knowledge, provide an indication of
the interestingness of mathematical concepts, and help guide the exploration
process.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Work

We reported on a case study in the scheme-based theory exploration: the natural
numbers. We have shown that Buchberger’s model is successfully applied using
the Theorema system. We have illustrated with examples the exploration
steps, i.e. introducing a new notion, introducing propositions about this notion,
introducing and solving problems (using the lazy thinking synthesis method),
introducing and proving the correctness of a new inference mechanism.

We have explored the following notions from the natural numbers theory:
addition, multiplication, exponentiation, weak less-than, strict less-than, pre-
decessor, subtraction, quotient, remainder (the quotient-remainder decomposi-
tion theorem), divides, proper divides, greatest common divisor, is-prime (the
prime decomposition theorem). We measure our success by comparison to a
well known textbook, [16, 17], and so far we match this textbook. Our case
study is not a formalization of this book, but the resulting theory is obtained
by systematic use of knowledge schemes.

This type of exploration, in which we use algorithm schemes, offers a method-
ology for theory exploration (with strong didactical value), describing the ex-
ploration steps to be carried out in an exploration round.

We illustrate significant aspects of the exploration process: the use of a single
language frame (predicate logic-Theorema), the use of failure, learning from
failure, exploration at the level of schemes (such as the proof of the correctness
of the decomposition algorithm), the role of using accumulated mathematical
experience (through knowledge schemes), the role of expanding the available
inference mechanism (such as adding new inference rules: stepwise induction
rule, complete induction rule, well-founded induction rule).

Most of the proofs we mentioned are carried out in the Theorema sys-
tem, which allows natural style input and output. We did the exploration
by hand(introducing notions, propositions, problems, theory formulation), with
some steps supported by the system(such as UseScheme function).

The aim of the case study is to evaluate the scheme-based exploration model.
In this paper we have seen that using this model, the explorer can invent signifi-
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cant results: the idea of decomposition leads to the “invention” of the quotient-
remainder theorem, and of the prime decomposition theorem.

A method of improving the theory formation process is to use the Lakatos-
style reasoning methods, see [9], which offer different solutions that can be
applied when a counterexample is found in the theory that is being developed.

The exploration rounds as the one illustrated in this paper could be carried
out automatically by the system. For this thing to happen we need tools to
query the libraries of schemes, the language and the knowledge base, tools for
retrieval, knowledge transport and tools to carry out the exploration rounds.
Thus, one of the future goals is to develop a framework for exploration.

Further exploration, as the one described for the natural numbers, can be
made in various theories, such as: theory of tuples, theory of Gröebner bases.
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